
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp cat couple design from “Critter Love” stamp set onto drawing/sketching paper and color the image using Prismacolor pencils as 

follows: cat (eggshell, burnt ochre, terra cotta); heart, cheeks and cat ears (deco pink, pink, neon pink). Apply chunky glitters over the 

heart and set aside to dry. 

Create a 5.5” x 5.5” white card base. Distress a 5.4” x 5.4” pink flower pattern paper and layer onto card base. 

Cut a 2” x 5.25” light blue pattern paper and distress the edges. Glue a strip of lace with small curves along one of the long edge. Layer 

this piece with the non-laced long edge flush to the middle of the card. 

Cut 5 leaves using the Layered Flower dies set from pink cardstock. Glue the leaves vertically along the bottom edge of the blue pattern 

paper with them partially jutting out. 

Cut a 3.25” x 5.25” pink checkers pattern paper and distress the edges. Glue a strip of lace along one of the long edge. Layer this piece 

with the non-laced long edge 0.2” away from pink flower pattern paper.  

Cut 1.5” x5.25” blue pattern papers and glue it across the middle of the previous layer. Adhere a piece of 4.5” x 3.5” gauze on top of the 

strip.  

Cut the main image with an oval dies and layer it over a pink oval scallop paper. Adhere this piece over the gauze and sprinkle clear 

chunky glitters along the oval edge with glue. 

Cut 2 sets of flowers and leaves using the Layered Flower dies with blue and pink cardstock as well as 8 filaments using white cardstock. 

Create 2 composite sets of flowers by alternating the colors for the flowers and leaves together with 4 filaments each. Complete each 

composite flower with a flat back pearl. Adhere the composite flowers over the top left and bottom right edges of the image.  

Cut a “kisses” banner from the Hugs & Kisses dies set with blue cardstock. Adhere the banner under the image and flushed to the left. 

Glue the punched-out words from the banner on the top of the image.  

Cut 6 pieces (2 blue and 4 pink) of the smallest flowers dies using the Layered Flower dies. Adhere 3 pieces (1 blue and 2 pink) each, on 

the areas near the top right and bottom left of the image and add a flat back pearl on each flower.  

Finish with 3 clear sequins on the left and right of the image each. 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-331 Critter Love, 51-207 

Layered Flower, 51-099 Hugs & Kisses 

Additional Products: White cardstock for the base, pink and light blue cardstock, 

Drawing/sketching paper for the main image, Versafine vintage sepia ink, Prismacolor 

pencils, ranger distress edge tool, pattern papers (light pink and blue) , foam tapes, clear 

sequins, mini white pearls, chunky glitters, star dust stickles, laces ,gauze, oval and oval 

scallop dies, white glue, flat back pearls. 

 

 

 

 


